ABSTRACT. The possibility (subject to certain restrictions) of solving the following approximation and interpolation problem with a given set of "Muntz polynomials" on a real interval is demonstrated:
(i) approximation of a continuous function by a "copositive" Muntz polynomial;
(ii) approximation of a continuous function by a "comonotone" Muntz polynomial;
(iii) approximation of a continuous function with a monotone fcth difference by a Muntz polynomial with a monotone fcth derivative; (iv) interpolation by piecewise monotone Muntz polynomials-i. e., polynomials that are monotone on each of the intervals determined by the points of interpolation.
The strong interrelationship of these problems is shown implicitly in the proofs.
The following related questions have been settled: I iMonotone Approximation). Let fix) he a continuous function with the property that the /th difference u¿f> 0 on [0, 1] where / is some nonnegative integer. Must there be for a given e > 0 a corresponding polynomial p(x) with p0)(x) > 0 on [0, 1] such that ||/-p|| = sup \f(x)-p(x)\<el *e [o,i] II (Comonotone Approximation). Let f(x) he a continuous function with a finite number of nodes on [0, 1] ; i.e., suppose 0 = x0<xx < ••• <xk = 1 and that f(x) is alternately nondecreasing and nonincreasing on the intervals (0, xx), (xx, x2), . . . , (xk_x, xk). For a given e > 0 must there be a corresponding polynomial p(x) that has the same monotonicity as fix) on each of the intervals (*,_!, xj), i = 1, 2,.... k, and such that ||/-p|| < e? III {Piecewise Monotone Interpolation). LttX{x0, xx, . . . , xn) and r = 0Wi>-• • ,y")whexeO = x0<xx <••• <xn = 1 andy¡ ¥= y¡_x, i = 1, 2, . . . , m. Is there a polynomial p such that p(x() = y¡, i = 0, 1, . . . , «, and such that p(x) is monotone in each of the intervals (x¡_x, x¡), i = 1,2,...,ni
The answer to I is in the affirmative, by the properties of the Bernstein polynomials [5] . II and III also have affirmative answers, as established by Wolibner [12] , Kammerer [2] and Young [13] . Furthermore, quantitative estimates have been obtained for the degree «(e) of the polynomial that is sufficient for monotone and comonotone approximation [11] , [10] , [6] , [4] , [9] , [7] , and for the degree n(X, Y) of the polynomial that is sufficient for piecewise monotone interpolation [8] . (iii) 2(1/X,) = oo. Then, given e > 0 there is a corresponding Muntz polynomial p(x) = 2jl0 a{x ' such that p(x) is copositive with f(x) (i. e., p(x) is nonnegative on those intervals of the partition in which f is nonnegative and p(x) is nonpositive on those intervals of the partition on which f is nonpositive) and such that Wf-P\\<e. (iii) 2(1/X,.) = oo. Then, given e > 0 there is a corresponding Muntz polynomial p(x) = X^L0a¡xXi such that p(x) is comonotone with f(x) (i. e., p(x) is nonde-creasing on those intervals of the partition on which f is nondecreasing, and p(x) is nonincreasing on those intervals of the partition on which f is nonincreasing) and such that \\f-p\\ < e. Proof of Lemma 2. Let f(x) and A be as described in Theorem 2, and let e > 0 be arbitrary. Let /*(x) be defined on [0, 1] with the following properties:
(i) /* has the same nodes as/(i.e., at x¡, i = 1, 2, . . . , k -1) and is alternately nondecreasing and nonincreasing on the same intervals as /;
(ii) /*GC'[0,1]; (iii) 11/*-/IK e/2.
(f* may be chosen to be a spline approximation to / with knots at the nodes, If fix) is changing from nonnegative to nonpositive at x¡, since r\xj) is close to -1, there must be an interval (c/( dj) such that r(x) is decreasing on (cf, dj).
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Also, if/is changing from nonpositive to nonnegative at x¡, r'(x¡) is close to 1, and there must be an interval (c¡, d¡) such that r is increasing on (c¡, d¡). Clearly, c¡, d¡ may be chosen such that a¡ < c¡ <x¡< d¡ < b¡. Let L(x) he a piecewise linear function with the following properties: (i) L(x) alternately decreases and increases k times; L(x) is decreasing on each interval (a¡, b¡) containing a point x¡ at which / changes from nonnegative to nonpositive, and is increasing on each interval {a¡, b¡) containing a point x¡ at which / changes from nonpositive to nonnegative. Let pOO = r{x) + s(x). Then p(x) is a Muntz polynomial with p(x¡) = 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , k. We show that p and / are copositive: since r and s axe both copositive with / on G4, p is copositive with / on this set. For points x¡ at which /changes from nonnegative to nonpositive, r and s are both nonincreasing on the corresponding intervals (c¡, d¡); hence their sum p is nonincreasing on these intervals (and passes through 0 at xf), and / and p are copositive on the interval (c¡, d¡). Similarly, / and p are copositive on intervals (c¡, d¡) containing points x¡ at which / changes from nonpositive to nonnegative. On the remaining points, (a¡, c¡), (b¡, d¡), i = 1,. . . , k, fand s axe copositive. Also, \s(x)\ > 7e/24 > \r(x)\, and p must be copositive with s. Hence p and faxe copositive through-
Finally, lip -/Il < \\r-f\\ + \\s\\ < 7e/24 + 17e/24 = e, and the proof is complete for the case where / is not constant on any of the intervals {x¡_x, x¡), i = 1, . . . , «. This case may be dispensed with by taking a continuous copositive approximation f of f that is not constant on any of the intervals, and approximating / by a copositive Muntz polynomial. Then given e > 0 there is a corresponding Muntz polynomial p(jc) = 2^0 atx ' such that pV\x) is alternately nonnegative and nonpositive on the same intervals as A'/, and such that ll/-p|| < e.
For /=1 this theorem reduces to Theorem 2. The theorem follows from Theorem 1, and the method of proof is an extension of that of Lemma 2. Here, /* is chosen to be a function in C'[0, 1] with the property that/^ is alternately nonnegative and nonpositive in the same intervals as A'/, and such that ||/-/*|| < e/2. qix) is then chosen (by Theorem 1) to be a copositive Muntz approximation to gix) where gix) = fj f*ix), and qix) = Z *#***.
dx' /*6 X', G A' = {X,. -/; X,-G A and X, > /} and \\g -q ||< e/2. Let Plix) =fXQ qix)dx +£^ /*(0) and p2Qc) = f¡pxix)dx +£^ /*(0).
Iterate the procedure until we let Pix) = Pjix) = f*Pj_x ix)dx + f*i0). The results of Bak and Newman [1] , and Leviatan [3] may now be used to give estimates on the degree of monotone approximation to a function / G Cp, p>j.
In particular, Bak and Newman have proved the following:
Let A = {Xfj = 0, Xj = 1,. . . , X¡ =/, X/+1, X/+2, . . .} be a sequence satisfying the growth condition Xfc > sk for k>j where s > 2. If/G Cy[0, 1], then there is a Muntz polynomial p(x) = 2^0 a¡xXi such that ||/ -p\\ < A ¡e ¡¿if3}; e) where A¡ is a constant depending only on /, e = exp(-2 2^x (1/XjJ), and <jj(f, 5) denotes the modulus of continuity:
co(/;6)= sup 1/00-/001.
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We may use this result and Theorem 5 to obtain the following result (hy a proof similar to that of Lemma 1): where A-is a constant depending only on j, and e = exp(-22"=1 (1/Xk)).
Added in proof. D. Leviatan has pointed out to us that Theorems 1, 2, 3 may be improved as follows:
